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Abstract 
While systems of language equations have been studied in various contexts, the correspond- 
ing problems for general relations between languages have not received much attention. This 
paper examines relations where the operations involved are unrestricted union and concatenation 
from the left by a constant. In the case of equations, this defines the classical ones provided 
each variable has exactly one equation. Since these equations express variables, they will be 
called explicit. For single explicit relations, we solve the problem of whether there exists a 
solution, study how to find all solutions, and investigate adequate representations for the so- 
lutions. Then we focus on systems of several explicit relations; the questions here are signifi- 





We concentrate on decoupled systems; these are systems where for each variable, at most one 
of the three types may occur (although different variables of the system may occur in relations 
of different types). Nevertheless, a single variable may have several relations of the same type. 
We give methods to answer the questions whether there exists a solution, whether there is more 
than one solution, and how to represent these solutions. 
1. Introduction 
Equations involving languages have been studied for many years. Yet, the analogous, 
notion of inequality has received relatively little attention. In this paper, we develop 
a theory of (explicit) language relations that is an analogue of the theory of systems 
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of 12 (classical or explicit) equations in II unknowns Xl,. . . ,&: 
with all Si,j being constant languages over a fixed alphabet A (see [2]). For explicit 
equations, this is the most general form studied in the literature where the operations 
involved are unrestricted union and concatenation from the left by a constant language. 
(The restriction of general concatenation to left-concatenation serves to exclude terms 
such as XaX which would change the problem substantially.) A solution of this system 
of explicit equations is then a vector of IZ languages (Ll,. . . ,I+,) over A with the 
property that substituting the language Li for every occurrence of the variable Xi (for 
i = l,..., n) in all equations will convert (1.1) into a set of n identities between 
languages. It is well known that such systems of equations ( 1.1) always have solutions 
and that all solutions can be written as regular expressions in terms of the constant 
languages 5’i,j, regardless of whether the 5’i,j themselves are regular or not. Furthermore, 
a solution is unique if for all i = 1,. . , n, there does not exist a sequence (ji,. . ,jl) 
of indices such that t 3 2, ji = j, = i, and 2 E Sii,j,+, for all s = 1,. . . , t - 1. 
For example, the system 
X=HXuKY, Y=LXUMYUN 
in the variables X and Y has a solution 
(x Y) = (H*K(LH*K U M)*N, (LH*K U M)*N); 
note that the languages of this solution are all represented by regular expressions over 
the “alphabet” {H,K,L,M,N} and that the solution for any specific choice of these 
five languages over the alphabet A is obtained by substituting these languages into 
the two regular expressions. In particular, it should be clear that none of these five 
languages need be regular, nor recursively enumerable, for that matter. If none of the 
languages H,M, and KL contains the empty word, the given solution is unique. If one 
or more of these three languages contain ;1, parametrized regular expressions can be 
given which represent all possible solutions. Throughout this paper, the parameters in 
these representations will be denoted by T, possibly subscripted. Thus, if 1, E H and 
2” E L, this is a parametrized representation of all solutions with TX and Tr (free) 
parameters ranging over all languages over the underlying alphabet: 
X = H*[K(LH*K u A4)*(LH*Tx u N u Ty) U TX], 
Y = (LH*K u A4)*(LH*Tx u N U Ty). 
Note that for these equations it is sufficient to have at most one parameter per variable. 
For example, even if additionally ,4 E KL, this parametric representation is the most 
general one. 
Since in the classical equations, the operations are unrestricted union and left- 
concatenation, we assume the same operations for our explicit language relations. The 
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situation is, however, considerably more complicated since there are now three different 
types of relations that can hold for any variable; these three types are 
equality: X = LX U n/r, 
super-relation: X 2 LX U Id, 
sub-relation: X C_ LX U M. 
Thus, more than one type may hold for the same variable; moreover, several relations 
of the same type may hold for the same variable. As an example, consider the system 
of four explicit relations in the variables X, Y, and Z over the alphabet {a, b} (we drop 
the braces whenever possible): 




Note that both X and Y have two relations (of two different types) while Z has none. 
It can be shown that this system has a solution (which is not unique) given by 
(X, Y,Z) = ((au b)*,b*a(a u b)*,a(a u b)*). 
That these three languages are indeed a solution can be easily verified by direct sub- 
stitution. 
We will concentrate in this paper on decoupled systems; these are systems of ex- 
plicit relations where for every variable X, relations of at most one of the three types 
(=, 3, C) hold. This restriction is motivated by the following example of a system of 
two relations in one variable X over the alphabet {a, b}: 
Xc:bXub, 
X_>aXUa 
It is easily seen that no solution can exist since by the first relation (sub), all words 
in any solution would have to start with b while by the second relation (super), there 
must be at least one word in a solution that starts with a (namely a itself). 
Note that decoupled systems do not stipulate that each variable have only one rela- 
tion; it is only stipulated that if there are two or more relations, they must all be of the 
same type. Thus, the following is a decoupled system of explicit language relations in 
the three variables X, Y, and Z, with the constant languages {A}, {a}, {b}, and {ah}: 
X=aXUbYui, 
X = b*X U abZ, 
YsaXubYuZ, 
Y>bXuaYuaZ. 
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Finally, if we stipulate that each variable in a system of explicit relations have precisely 
one relation, we call this a strictly decoupled system (note that any such system is 
automatically decoupled). 
2. Definitions 
Let A denote the underlying alphabet, and let Xi,. . . ,X,, denote n variables. We 
define the class C, of expressions as follows: 
(a) If L is a language over A (also called a constant), then L is an expression in C,,. 
Any variable Xi, for i E { 1,. . . , n}, is an expression in C,. 
(b) If CI, p are expressions in C,, and L is a language over A, then CI U fi (union) and 
L . a (left-concatenation) are also expressions in C,. 
Concatenation is restricted so that its left operand must be a constant; this will be 
called left-concatenation. Constant languages can be arbitrary; in particular, they need 
not be regular. 
Every expression c( in C, can be viewed as a function from languages to languages: 
CI : (A*)" -+ A*. 
In the following, let R stand for one of the following relations between languages: 
equality : = 
super-relation : > 
sub-relation : c 
Then a general system of explicit language relations over the alphabet A in the n 
variables (Xi, . . . , X,) is defined as follows: 
Xi lR,,j qj for i= 1,. . , n, 1 <j <ri where ri > 0 and [W~,J E {=, 2, C}, U;,J EC,,. 
For each i, zi denotes the number of relations the variable Xi has; ri may be 0. 
If for all i, pi = 1 and O&i is =, we have the cZassica1 Ianguage equations. If for all 
i, Ri, i = [wi,2 = ’ ’ ’ = [wi,z,, we have a decoupled system of explicit language relations. 
If for all i, zi = 1, we have a strictly decoupled system of explicit language relations. 
A system of explicit language relations in the n variables (Xl,. . . ,X,) has a solution 
(L1,. . . , L,) iff substituting Li for every occurrence of x for all i = 1,. . , IZ yields valid 
relations between languages: 
Li Iwi,j Cri,j(Ll,. . . ,Ln) for all i = 1,. . ,n and all j = 1,. . . , ti. 
A system of implicit language relations over the alphabet A in the n variables (Xi,. . . , 
X,) is defined as follows: 
MjRj~ij forj= l,...,m whereMjCA*, RjBj{=,>,C}, and OL~EC~ for allj. 
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Note that m and R are not related. If all Rj are =, this is a system of implicit lunguuge 
equations. (L,, . . ,L,) is a solution iff 
A4 Rj oc,(Li,. ,L,) is valid for all j I= 1,. . . , m. 
A system of two-sided language relations over the alphabet A in the n variables 
(Xi,. ,X,) is defined as follows: 
C’jLRj/?/ forj= l,...,m where RYE{=,>,&} and rxi,fij~EC, for allj. 
If all Rj are =, this is a system of two-sided language equations. (LI,. . , L,) is 
a solution iff 
:Kj(Lr,. . ,L,) R,i pj(Li,. . . ,L,) is valid for all j = 1,. ,m. 
In the following, we will use explicit language relations as well as implicit and two- 
sided language equations. Implicit language equations have been studied in [l] where 
a complete solution technique is given. For two-sided language equations. no general 
solution techniques are known. 
3. Properties of single explicit language relations in one variable 
We first study single explicit language relations in a single variable X. For the sake 
of completeness, we state the classical result for equations. The normal form of this 
equation is 
X=LXUM 
and if 3, $ L, L*M is the unique solution of this equation; if /1 EL, L*(M U T) gives 
a parametric representation of all solutions with 7’ ranging over all languages. Note 
that neither L nor M (nor T, in the second case) need be regular, even though the 
solution representation is a regular expression. 
Super-relation (2): Here the normal form of a single relation in the variable X is 
X>LXUM, (3.1) 
with L and M arbitrary languages over the underlying alphabet A. We can formulate: 
Proposition 3.1. Consider a single explicit super-relation (3.1) in the single vuri- 
able X. 
(a) L*M is the minimal solution. 
0)) A * is the maximal solution. 
(c) The set of all solutions is given by the expression L*(M U T) with T ranging 
over all languages in A*. 
Proof. It is trivial to verify that L*M and A* are indeed solutions and that A* is 
the maximal solution. We show now that L*M is the minimal solution. Suppose there 
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exists a solution S that does not contain L*M; thus, L*M -S # 8. Let w be a shortest 
word in L*M - S. We know that w #S, and also w #A4 since S > M by assumption 
that S is a solution. Let Ailwl denote the set of all words in A* strictly shorter than w. 
Because of the minimal&y of w, 
Then w must be in LS, w E LS. If 3, $!L, we have 
wELS iff wEL(SrlA+I) = L(L*MnA+I) 
and since w E L*M and w $M, we conclude that w E LL*M, thus w E L(L*MnA<I+‘I), 
and hence w E LS. However, this contradicts S 2 LS since by assumption w #S. 
If 2 EL, then LS = (L - { ,l})S U S. By assumption, w @S, and therefore 
wELS iff wE(L- {A})$ 
which means the argument above (stated for the case i$L) carries over in its entirety. 
Now consider (c). We show that L*(M U 2”) is a solution: 
L*(M u T) > L[L*(M u T)] u A4 = LL*M u M u LL* T 
= L*M u LL* T. 
Now consider any word w contained in any solution S, w ES. It follows that L{w} & 
LS & S, and therefore L* {w} must also be contained in S. Since this holds for any w 
in S, and since L*M is minimal, any solution is of the form L*(M U T) for some T 
over A. 0 
One sees that in contrast to equations, no differentiation between 3, EL and 2. $L is 
required. It follows from the form of the solution expression L*(M U T) that we can 
always remove the empty word from L in such a relation since L* = (L - {A})*. 
Sub-relation (C): Here the normal form of a single explicit relation in the vari- 
able X is 
XCLXUM, (3.2) 
with L and A4 arbitrary languages over A. Let T-‘S denote the quotient of S with 
respect to T: T-‘S = {w E A* ) s = tw for words s ES and t E T}. For any language 
SC L*M, define its closure CLL,M(S) as follows: 
CLL,M(S) = s u X&M v*>-’ Ix). 
Then we can formulate: 
Proposition 3.2. Consider a single explicit sub-relation (3.2) in the single variable X. 
(a) 0 is the minimal solution. 
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(b) If i. @ L, then L*M is the maximal solution; iJ’ 2 E L, A* is the maximul 
solution. 
(c) Assume I. # L. For any language S C L*M, CL L,,~(S) is u solution. Conversrl~~, 
if‘s is a solution, S = CLL,,~(S). 
Proof. Parts (a) and (b) are straightforward. We first show that C := CLL, M(S) is 
a solution for any S C L*M. Let u E C, then either u E M or u E C - M. Since 
S C L*M, by definition of CLL,M(S), u E C - M can be written as u = z’u’ with I’ EL 
and u’ E C. Thus u E LC U M. Now if S is a solution of X 2 LX U M, then u E S 
implies u E M, or u E LS in which case u = c’u’ and 1% EL. u’ ES, thus u’ E CLL.!M( {x} ). 
Since this holds for all XES - M, S = CL&S). 7 
Note that this criterion allows for finite solutions; in fact, this is a major difference 
between super- and sub-relations. While by Proposition 3.1, a solution of a super- 
relation is almost always infinite (L*M is the minimal solution and this language 
is finite iff M = 0 or M is finite and L E {a), { ;.}}), all sub-relations admit finite 
solutions. 
We excluded the case MEL in Part (c), for the following reason: If 3.~ L, then we 
have 
XcLXUM =XU(L-(3,))XuM 
and this implies that every language over A is a solution in X. Consequently, sub- 
relations (3.2) with 1, EL are completely uninteresting. In particular, they can always 
be removed from any system of relations since they do not restrict the solution space 
at all. 
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. In the next section, we discuss 
the question of how to solve a system of explicit equations where a variable X, may 
have more than one defining equation. This problem turns out to be surprisingly dif- 
ficult. In Section 5, we show how to solve any strictly decoupled system of explicit 
language relations. In Section 6, we discuss the reduction of arbitrary decoupled to 
strictly decoupled systems; we also comment on how to solve general systems and 
give examples. 
4. Solving systems with several explicit equations for one variable 
We study the situation where the same variable has several explicit equations of the 
same type. Recall that this is permitted in decoupled systems. Thus, we are dealing 
with two (or more) equations for X: 
X=LXuM, X=PXUQ. 
where as always M and Q represent expressions that may involve variables other 
than X. 
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One may be tempted to dismiss this problem as irrelevant and even contradictory, 
since each equation will give rise to its solution and the resulting two solutions most 
likely will be incompatible. However, this argument requires closer scrutiny. 
If neither L nor P contain the empty word ,J and M and Q are constants, then the 
first equation has the unique solution L*M while the second has the unique solution 
P*Q; an internal inconsistency of the system arises if and only if 
L*M # P*Q. 
Much more interesting is the situation where one or both of L and P contain 2. If both 
L and P contain A, we get L*(M U T) and P*(Q U T' ) as parametrized representation 
of all solutions. Thus, an internal inconsistency (and therefore proof that no solution 
can exist) arises only if there do not exist languages T and T’ such that 
L*(M u T) = P*(Q u T’). 
However, in this example there are obviously languages T and T’ that satisfy this, 
namely 
T ZE T’ =A*. 
Interestingly, it is the case where only one of L and P contains the empty word that 
is more complicated and requires a general discussion. 
The main difficulty of the problem is related to multiple solutions. We first formulate 
a result assuming that X is the only variable: 
Proposition 4.1. Let X = LiX U Mi f or i = 1,. . , , n be a system of n equations for 
the single variable X. Assume that the equations are numbered so that 1 E Lj for all 
j= 1,. . . , m with 0 <m <n. Then the system has a solution in X ifs 
(a) m = n or 
(b) m < n and 
(Lj)*Mj = (Ln)*Mn for all j = m + 1,. . ., n - 1 and there exists a solution in the 
variables T,, s = 1,. . . , m of the following system of implicit language equations: 
(L,)*T, U (Ls)*Ms = (Ln)*M,, for s = 1,. ,m. 
Proof. Let S be a solution; then clearly S = L+S U A4i for i = 1,. . . ,a. This im- 
plies the conditions of the proposition. Conversely, assume that the conditions hold. 
If (a) holds then X = A* is a solution. If (b) holds, then X = (,&)*M,, is a solution 
of the system. q 
Corollary 4.2. Let X = LiX U A4i for i = 1,. . . ,n be a system of n equations for 
the single variable X. If it has a solution, then there exists a representation of all 
solutions of this system. 
Proof. Applying the formulas X = (Li)*Mi if 2@L; and X = (Li)*(Mi U z) if 2~ L, 
for each equation, one obtains n expressions that only contain parameters in addition to 
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constants (but not X). These expressions must all be equal, yielding a system of n - 1 
two-sided language equations. Thus, this system of n - 1 two-sided language equations 
in the (at most n) parameters has a solution if and only if the original system of 
n explicit equations in the variable X has a solution. Ll 
Consider the following two explicit equations over the alphabet {a, b} for the vari- 
able X: 
X = 0*X u (a@*, X = ab*X u 3,. 
The lirst equation has the parametric solution representation X = a*((ab)* U T) while 
the second equation has the uniquely determined solution X = (ah*)*. Thus, there 
exists a solution of this system if and only if 
sa*(ab)* u u*T = (ah*)*. 
This is a simple example of implicit language equations which were studied in [ 11. 
One can verify (by direct substitution) that this particular implicit language equation 
has the following solution: 
2’ = a(a u b)*. 
In fact, this implicit language equation has infinitely many regular solutions in the 
parameter T (see [l]). 
Were we to change the second equation to 
X = ab*X u bb 
the resulting implicit language equation would be 
a*(ub)* u u*T = (ab*)*bb 
for which no solution exists (see [1], or, more directly, consider any word in u*(ub)* 
that contains at least one b). 
These observations point out the need for a more formal treatment of systems of 
explicit equations in which a variable may have more than one equation (one equation 
per variable is of course the classical case). Note that all that follows is only relevant 
if there exists at least one variable with more than one (explicit) equation. If for each 
variable there is at most one equation, the classical theory applies. (The classical theory 
assumes exactly one equation per variable; if there are fewer equations than variables, 
the remaining variables are parameters.) 
Let Ci be the set of all equations for the variable X8: 
C, :: X, = IJ L,,,;rXj U Mi;, for 1 <tfri, 
1=l,...,n 
where ri is the number of equations of the variable Xi. Then the system to be solved 
is 
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The equation t for Xi is of type A4 iff at least one of the following conditions holds: 
(1) There exists a sequence ((is, to), (il, tl ), . . . , (ir, tr)) for some Y > 1 such that 
io = i, = i, to = t, l<tj<ri, forj= l,...,r- 1 
and 
A (5 Li,--1,2,;f,-l for all j = l,...,~. 
(2) For some variable Xj of type M, there exists a sequence ((io, to),(il, tl),. . . , 
(i,., tr)) for some r 3 1 such that 
io = i, i, = k, to = t, l<tj<Ti, forj= l,...,r- 1 
and 
Li,-l,i,;f,-1 #0 for allj= l,...,r. 
It is not difficult to verify that one can obtain a parametrized solution expression for 
Xi if and only if Xi is of type M. Loosely speaking, we say Xi has multiple solutions. 
Note that this definition of having multiple solutions in a variable is based on syn- 
tactic properties of an equation. It should be pointed out that there are equations that 
meet our definition of multiplicity but that in fact do not have several solutions. An 
example is given by the equation in X over the alphabet {a,b} 
which has the parametrized representation of all its solutions 
X = (a u b u /?)*(A u T) = (au 6)” u (a u b)*T, 
but it is quite obvious that this is equal to (a U b)* regardless of the choice of T; thus 
there is exactly one solution even though X is of type M. 
Note that ultimately, if there is to be any equation of type M for a variable, there 
has to be an equation of type M for at least one variable according to Part (1) of the 
definition. 
We first reduce a general system (Cl, Cz,. . , C,) to one where all variables have at 
least two equations: 
Proposition 4.3. Consider a general system of equations (Cl, &, . . . , Z,,). Any vuri- 
able X, with zS = 1 can be eliminated through syntactic substitution such that 
the resulting system (Ci, .X4,. . . , EL_l, Ci+, , . . . , CA) Izus a solution in the variables 
(~l,...,-x-l,&+l,...> X,) ifs the original system (Cl,Cz,. . . ,C,) has a solution in 
(4 ,...Jn). 
Proof. If X, has exactly one equation we can solve it using the standard formula and 
substitute the resulting expression for any occurrence of X, in the remaining equations. 
It is trivial to verify that in the resulting system, the variable X, does not occur any 
longer, and that it has a solution iff the original system has a solution. 0 
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One must take care about situations where X, is of type M. More specifically, if the 
single equation of X, is of the form X, = LX, Uhf with A EL, then a parameter TX? will 
occur in the expression. On the other hand, if X, is of type M because of condition 
(2), the multiplicity of the solution will arise when the variable Xk that occurs in that 
condition yields a parametric representation. 
Applying Proposition 4.3 repeatedly and treating variables X, with 5,. = 0 as param- 
eters yields: 
Corollary 4.4. Any given general system of explicit language equations can he equiv- 
alently replaced by a system (Cl, ,X:2,. . , C,) where for all i = l,..., n, Ti32. 
Assume n = 1. There are ri equations for Xi, and zi 22. We solve each of the 
equations individually; this yields the following ~1 equations: 
‘Xj = 
i 
(Li,i;,)*(Mi,i;, U TI;,) if 2 E Li,i;,: 
(~1,I;,)*~l,l;t if 2 $! Li,i;,. 
Evidently, this is precisely the case of Proposition 4.1. 
Let n 32. Select one variable, say X,; it has r, equations, r, 22. We distinguish two 
cases: 
(A) If there exists one equation for X,, say equation t, such that i $Z L,,,;,, then 
replace X, by the expression 
in all equations of the system (C’,, Ci,. . . , C:_,, Ci,, , . . , CA) where C: is Zl with all X, 
replaced by the above formula. It follows that in the resulting system, only the n - 1 
variables Xi, . ,X,_ i ,Xs+i , . .,X, occur. Assuming now inductively that we have a 
representation (~1,. . .,ys_i,ys+r,. . .,yn) of all solutions of (C’,, . . . ,Ct_,, C:+l,. ,Cl) 
in the variables Xi,. . ,X+1 ,Xs+i,. . . , X,, where the yi are expressions in which only 
parameters may occur in addition to constants (but no variables Xj), we then substitute 
these solution representations into the other equations of C,, i.e., all the equations j 
forX, withj=l,..., t-l,t+l,..., 7,. Sinceallthesemustbeequalto 
G,s;t)* [jjY&;f% u La;t) 3 
we obtain a system of two-sided language equations with the property that there is a 
solution of the original system (Cl, &, . . . , Z,) in the variables (Xi,. . . ,X,) if and only 
if this system of two-sided language equations has a solution in the parameters that 
occur in the yi. 
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(B) If for every equation j for X,, 1 E L,,,;j, for j = 1,. . . , zs, then choose one of 
the equations, say equation t. This yields the expression 
(L,,;l)* 
( 
lJ L,j;tq U Lo;~ U Tv;t 
j=l,...,n 
j#s 1 
for X,, with T,;, a parameter. Then the remainder of the proof follows analogously, 
using this expression instead of 
In both cases, we reduce the original problem equivalently to one of solving a system 
of two-sided language equations. 
Consider the following system of three equations in the two variables X and Y; we 
assume that none of the four constant languages L,M, N, and P contains the empty 
word A: 
X=LY, X=MY, Y=(iuN)YuP. 
If follows therefore that Y = N*P U N*T for an arbitrary parameter T; from the first 
two equations, we obtain 
X=LN*PuLN*T, X = MN*P uMN*T, 
and this system has a solution in X iff 
LN”PULN*T=MN*PUMN*T 
has a solution in T. 
Solving such two-sided language equations is in general an open problem. In specific 
cases, two-sided equations may turn out to be implicit (i.e., one side is a constant lan- 
guage) in which case, [l] provides a general solution method which moreover provides 
all solutions. 
Here are three examples. First, we consider the following system of four explicit 
equations in the variables X, Y, and 2, over the alphabet {a, b}: 
(i) X = a*X U b*Y U aZ, 
(ii) X = ab*X U 1, 
(iii) Y = (bbb)*Y, 
(iv) Z = (aa)*Z. 
From (ii) we get 
X = u(u u b)* u 3, (= Q); 
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(iii) and (iv) yield 
Y = (bbb)*T, and 2 = (aa)*Tz. 
Using this, we get from (i) 
x = a*@?* Y u az u Ts) 
= a*f?*(bbb)*T, u u*u(uu)*T* u 2Ts 
=u*6*T,Uuu*T~Uu*T~. 
Now the resulting implicit language equation is 
a(u U !I)* U 2 = u*b*T, U uu*T2 u ~“7’~ 
and from [ 11, we know that there is a solution in (Tl, T,, T3), for example, 
(0, (a U b)*, i). 
This solution for (TI, Tz, T,) of the implicit language equation results in the following 
solution of the original system (i)-(iv): 
Y = 0, Z = (a u b)*, X=u*u(uUb)*Uu*=u(uUb)*Ui, (=Q), 
and it is easy to verify that these three languages do indeed constitute a solution of 
the original system of equations. 
Our second example is the following system of three explicit equations in the vari- 
ables X and Y, over the alphabet {u,h}: 
(i) X = UX u bY u I., 
(ii) X = ub*X U 2, 
(iii) Y = (bbb)” Y. 
We derive the implicit language equation 
u(u u b)* u 1, = u*b(bbb)*T u a* 
and conclude that there is no solution of (i)-(iii) in (X, Y) since there is no solution 
of the implicit equation in T (see either [ 11, or consider any w E T in which case 
bw @ a (a U b)* U i gives a contradiction). 
The third example is the following system of three explicit equations in two variables 
(i) X = uY, 
(ii) X = (au U bb)*X U 2, 
(iii) Y = (ub)*Y. 
From (iii) we get Y = (ub)*TY which when substituted into (i) yields 
X = u(ub)*Ty. 
(ii) yields 
X = (au u bb)* u (au u bb)*Tx 
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and this in mm yields the following two-sided language equation in the variables TX 
and Ty 
a(ab)* T, = (au u bb)* u (au u bb)* TX. 
In this particular case, we find that no solution exists since on the right of the equation 
we have the empty word which is never on the left for any choice of TX. 
One must realize that at several points, choices can be made for parameters, but some 
choices may result in problems in subsequent steps. For example, in Proposition 4.1(a), 
A* is always a solution, However, as this is not the only solution, choosing it will 
yield a system of equations with one variable less, but this new system may not have 
a solution even though the original system does (although for a different choice for 
that variable). 
Here is an example: Consider the four equations in two variables over the alphabet 
A = {a,b}: 
X=(uuUb)XUaYUu, X = (uub u b*)X u bY u u(ub*a)*, 
Y =u*y. Y = b*Y. 
From the first equation for X we obtain 
x = (au u b)*u(l u Y) 
and from the two equations for Y we get 
Y = CZ*T~;~, Y = b*Tpz. 
If we choose Ty;l = Ty;z = A*, then 
Y=A* and X = b*uA* (from the first equation for X). 
However, this yields the following implicit equation (from the second equation for X): 
b*uA* = (aab u b*)*[u(ub*u)* u bA* U Tx;2] 
and according to [l], this implicit equation does not have a solution. (This can also 
be seen directly by considering that b is always contained on the right-hand side, but 
is obviously not in the left-hand side.) Thus, if Y = A*, the given system of four 
equations in two variables does not have a solution. However, if one chooses 
Ty;l = TY;~ = 0, 
there is a solution of the original system of equations. This choice implies Y = 8, and 
thus we obtain X = (au U b)*u from the first equation and X = (uub U b*)*[u(ub*u)*U 
Tx;~] from the second equation for X. Therefore, we must solve the following implicit 
equation in Tx;~: 
(au u b)*u = (uub u b*)*[a(ub*a)* u Tx;2], 
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which has a solution, for example for Tx;~ = 0. One can also verify directly, by 
substitution, that 
(X y> = ((au u @*a, 0) 
is a solution of the given system of four explicit equations in two variables. 
5. Solving strictly decoupled systems 
We describe how to solve a system of explicit language relations in which each 
variable has at most one relation. Note that different variables may have relations of 
different types. For example, if we have three variables X, Y, and Z, and if we use L, 
for the requisite constant languages, we may write 
xR~L,xuL*YuL~zuL~, 
YR*L~xuL~YuL,zuL*, 
z E&L& u L,oY u LllZ u L,2, 
where each of RI, Rz, and Rx represents one of =, > and C. Since it is not necessary 
that each variable have an equation, there are altogether 63 different (non-empty) strictly 
decoupled systems in three variables (with indeterminate constant languages). 
Theorem 5.1. Any strictly decoupled system of explicit language relations has u so- 
lution. If all constant languages in the system are regular, a regular solution cun 
ulways he eflectively determined. 
Proof. Given a strictly decoupled system 
XiIwiL,,1XI U~~~UI&X,ULi,o, i== l,..., n, 
with R, E { =, 2, C}, we replace it with a system of explicit equations 
(5.1) 
Xi =Li,]X] U”.ULi,,Xn ULi,O, i = l,..., n, (5.2) 
and solve this system of equations. By the classical theory, there is at least one solution 
(Sl., . . . ,S,) in (Xl,. . .,A’,) of this system of equations. This solution is regular if all 
the constant languages Li,j are. It should now be obvious that any solution of (5.2) 
is also a solution of the given strictly decoupled system of explicit relations (5.1). 
Consequently, (Sl, . . . , S,,) is a solution of (5.1) in (Xl,. ..,X,,) which is regular if all 
the constant languages Li,j are. 0 
While the existence of a solution of a strictly decoupled system is thus shown 
to be almost trivial, the question of a parametrized representation of all solutions is 
not. It should be noted that the solution given in Theorem 5.1 is neither minimal 
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nor maximal in general: In replacing super-relations (2) by equations (=) we are 
effectively forcing the variable corresponding to the affected relation to be minimized 
according to Proposition 3.1, while in replacing sub-relations (C) by equations (=) 
we are effectively forcing the variable corresponding to the affected relation to be 
maximized according to Proposition 3.2. 
Corollary 5.2. Given a strictly decoupled system (5.1) of explicit language relations, 
it is possible to determine its minimal and its maximal solution in (Xl,. , . ,X, ). If 
these are identical, (5.1) has a unique solution. 
Proof. Let i 1,. . . , i, be all those indices for which XiS has a sub-relation, a 20: 
xi? C&l& U ’ ’ lJ L,,n& U &,O. 
Let ia+l,. . , i&b be all those indices for which Xi* has a super-relation, b 3 0: 
~~>~i~,lXIU.“ULi,,,X,ULi~,O. 
Finally, let ia+b+r , . . . , i, be all those indices for which Xi3 has an equation, m <n: 
X, =Lis,lXl u “’ ULi,y,n& uLis,O 
Here is how the maximal solution of (5.1) is obtained: 
Replace all XiS with s = 1,. . . , a by 
(&y,l,)*[Lis,lXl U’.‘uLis,ia-14f-l U&,i.,+lXi,+l U”.U&nXt ULis,Ol 
andallXiS withs=a+l,...,a+bby 
A* 
in all the equations (and remove all relations that are not equations). This results in 
a system Z of explicit language equations in which each variable Xi* with s = a + b + 
1,. . . , m has at most one equation. Thus, the system C has a parametric representation 
of all solutions in the variables Xi,, s = a + b + 1,. . . , m. In these parametric solutions, 
set all parameters to A*. This is the maximal solution of Z. It is now trivial to see 
that the maximal solution of Z together with the solutions for the variables X, with 
s=l , . . . , a and with s = a + 1, . . , a + b which were previously fixed (and may contain 
variablesXiZ with s = a+b+ l,..., m, which must be replaced by the languages from 
the solution of C, and which were maximal according to Propositions 3.1 and 3.2) is 
the unique maximal solution of (5.1). 
To determine the unique minimal solution we proceed analogously, substituting the 
minimal solutions according to Propositions 3.1 and 3.2 for the variables with super- 
and sub-relations and choosing the empty language for any parameter that occurs in 
a parametric representation. 
It is clear that in the case where the minimal and the maximal solutions are identical, 
the solution is unique. 0 
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All solutions must “lie between” the minimal and the maximal solutions. For super- 
relations, Proposition 3.1 indicates that we can choose an arbitrary language T and 
obtain a new solution (by adding to the minimal solution L*M the term L*T). For 
sub-relations, this connection is not as clear since according to Proposition 3.2, the 
required closure is more complicated. It is an open problem how to combine the two 
closure operations of Propositions 3.1 and 3.2 to obtain a representation of all solutions 
of a given strictly decoupled system of equations. 
Consider the following strictly decoupled system of three explicit equations in the 
three variables X, Y, and Z, over the alphabet {a, h, c}: 
.Y=a*Xub*Yuc*Z, 
Y c aaz, 
.Z _> c*X u a*b*Z u /2. 
According to the proof of Theorem 5.1, we obtain the following system of equations: 
X=a*XUb*YUc*Z, 
Y = auz, 
Z = c*X U a*b*Z U i, 
which has the following solution: 
X = a*(b*aa u ~*)(a u b I_. c)*[c*a* T, u 2 u Tz] u a* T,, 
Y = aa(a u b u c)*[c*a* T, u i u Tz], 
Z = (u u b u c)* [~*a* T, u i u Tz], 
where the rx and TY are free parameters ranging over all languages. 
Here are the maximal and the minimal solutions according to Corollary 5.2: 
Maximal: We start by setting Z = A*; this implies Y = aaA* and thus X is the 
maximal solution of the equation 
X = a*X u b*aaA* U c*A*, 
which is A*. Thus, we obtain the following maximal solution: 
(X, Y, Z) = (A*, aaA*, A*). 
Minimal: We start by setting Z = (a U b)*(c*X U A). It follows that the resulting 
minimal solution is 
(X, Y,Z) = (A*Jd,A*). 
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6. Solving general decoupled systems 
While we have seen that strictly decoupled systems are very easily solved, what 
differentiates strictly decoupled from general decoupled systems is the possibility of 
having several relations (of the same type) for a single variable, and this has already 
proven (in Section 3) to be a major problem for the best understood of our language 
relations, namely equations. It turns out that for explicit relations, having several defin- 
ing relations for the same variable is easier to handle, especially for super-relations. 
This is due to the following 
Proposition 6.1. Assume the following two super-relations hold for the variable Xi: 
Then these two relations have a solution in Xl,. . . ,X, if and only if the following 
relation has a solution in Xl,. . . ,X,,: 
Proof. First assume that the two relations are solved by Xi,. . . ,X,. It follows that 
and this implies 
For the converse, we observe that 
=[H, .x, u..* uH,~x,uH,]u[K~~~u~~~uK,~x,uK0] 
and from this it follows trivially that 
The significance of this proposition comes from the fact that it allows us to replace 
several explicit super-relations for the same variable by a single one in such a way 
that any solution of the original system is also a solution of the resulting system and 
vice versa. In other words, after applying Proposition 6.1 repeatedly to an arbitrary 
decoupled system we obtain a decoupled system in which no variable may have more 
than one super-relation. 
We turn now to sub-relations, more specifically to variables with more than one 
explicit sub-relation. There is no analogue to Proposition 6.1 for these relations. 
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However, we can state the following result: 
Proposition 6.2. Assume the following two sub-relutions hold for the vuriable X,: 
& C H, . X, u . u H, X, u Ho, 
aqcK, .X, u..~uK,,.X,,uKO. 
Then these two relations have a solution in Xl,. . . ,X,, if und only if the following 
relation has a solution in Xl,. ,X,: 
.q c [H, XI u . u H,, X, u Ho] n [K, Xl u . . u K,, X,, u K,,]. 
Proof. First assume that the two relations are solved by Xl,. . ,X0. It follows that 
x,nxj C[H, .x, u. ..UH,.X,uHo]n[K, .X, U.~.uK,~X,uK,]. 
Conversely, 
x, C[H, .X, u...uH,.X,uH,]n[K, .X1 u...uK,.X,,uK,,] 
implies 
X, CH, .X, u... UH,.X,UHo and Xi~K,.X,U.“UK,.X,UKo. ‘7 
This suggests that consolidating several explicit inclusions for the same variable into 
a single inclusion is unlikely to result in a single inclusion using only union and left- 
concatenation (note that the representation in Proposition 6.2 requires intersection as 
well ). 
Theorem 6.3. Consider a decoupled system of explicit relations in which no variuble 
may have more than one relation of type =. Then the system always has a solution. 
Furthermore, if all the constant languages involved in the relations ure regular, the 
system always has a regular solution. 
Proof. By Proposition 3.2, every sub-relation has a universal solution, namely the 
empty language 8. As a result, we can set any variable X defined by one or more 
inclusions to 0, replacing every occurrence of X in the relations by 8; by Proposition 
6.1, we may assume that a variable has at most one super-relation. The resulting 
new system has the following property: Any solution of the new system is also a 
solution of the original system (with the variables defined by inclusions being (D). 
Furthermore by Theorem 5.1, the new system always has a solution, since it is strictly 
decoupled. The statement about the regularity of a solution is obvious. C 
We excluded decoupled systems in which some variable has more than one equation, 
because we do not know in general how to handle this situation. This was at length 
discussed in Section 3. However, it should be clear that in many instances, Section 3 
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does allow us to deal with variables with several defining equations, and in those cases, 
we can solve the general decoupled system. 
The remainder of this section will deal with general systems of explicit language 
relations. They differ from decoupled systems in that a particular variable may have 
defining relations of different types. It does not appear that there is a consolidation 
theorem that permits one to replace several relations for that variable by a single 
one. While this was possible for super-relations, no such results exist for sub-relations 
nor for equations. Nevertheless, the techniques outlined in this paper can be used to 
simplify a given general system and then attempt to solve that simpler system. 
Consider the system of two explicit relations in one variable: 
X&LXUM, X2PXuQ. 
Recall that for 1 $6 L, L*M is the maximal solution for the inclusion, while P*Q is 
the minimal solution for the containment, if we consider the relations separately. We 
have: 
Proposition 6.4. Assume I @ L. If P*Q is not contained in L*M, no solution of the 
system exists. 
Proof. If P*Q is not contained in L*M, then consider a word w E P*Q-L*M. By def- 
inition of P*Q, w must be contained in any solution of the super-relation X 2 PXU Q. 
Since L*M is the maximal solution of the sub-relation X G LX Uhf and w 6 L*M, no 
solution of the system can exist. El 
It is an open question whether the condition P*Q C L*M is sufficient for a solution to 
exist. 
Consider the system in X over {a, b}: 
XCab*XUA, X > aab*X U a. 
One can verify that the maximal solution of the first relation is A U a(a U b)* while the 
second relation has the minimal solution a(ab*a)*; clearly a(ab*a)* g 1 U a(a U b)“. 
One can then verify that the maximal solution of the first relation is also a solution of 
the second relation. Whether this is always so is an open question. 
This suggests that in general there is again no consolidation process available. How- 
ever, while in the case of decoupled systems we could set all variables defined by 
sub-relations to the empty language, this is no longer possible. One approach that can 
be tried is to view a general system as a decoupled system together with identifications 
of variables. This will lead to systems of implicit equations or to two-sided equations 
provided we have parametric representations of all solutions. 
We conclude this section with two examples. The first example is a system of six 
explicit relations in three variables over the alphabet {a}: 
(i) X = (a5)*X U a7Y U a3Z U A, 
(ii) X _> a7X U a5Z, 
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(iii) YCaXUa2YUa4Z, 
(iv’) Z 2 a3X U us Y U u7Z 
(v) Z>u5X”U7YUu3Z: 
(vi) Z=u7XUu3YUa5ZUA. 
Consolidating (iv) and (v) yields 
Z~(uQJu5)XU(u5uu7)Yu(u%27)Z. - 
Relation (vi) has the following solution expression 
Z = (u5)*u7X u (us)*usY u (us)*. 
Relation (i) has a parametrized representation of all its solutions 
.Y = (us)*JY u (us)*usZ u (us)*TXJ u (us)*. 
Super-relation (ii) has a parametrized representation of all its solutions (by Proposition 
3.1): 
X = (a7)*u5Z u (UT)* r,,. 
Thus, we now have 
X = (us)*JY u (us)*usZ u (u5)*TxJ u (us)*. 
x = (u7)*u5Z u (J)*&, 
Y~uX”2Y”u4Z, 
z = (a3 u a’)*(2 u 2)X u (a3 u a’)*(2 u u’)Y u (a3 u u’)*r, 
(by Proposition 3.1), 
z = (us)*& u (u5)*u3Y u (us)*. 
By the last two equations, for a solution to exist, the following equation holds for 
some choice of Tz: 
(us)*& u (us)*usY u (us)* 
Now it follows that the left-hand side contains 2 (since 2 E (u5)*) and cannot contain 
uuu (since uuu $ (u5)*u7X for any language X, uuu $ (u5)*, and uuu 6 (u5)*u3Y 
because I $! Y). This, however, leads to a contradiction on the right-hand side: For 2 
to be contained there, we must have I E Tz, but this implies that uuu must then also 
be contained in the right-hand side, in contradiction to the observation that uuu is not 
contained in the left-hand side. Therefore, the original system of language relations 
does not have a solution. 
Our second example contains three explicit relations in two unknowns over the 
alphabet {a, b}: 
(i) X 2 uX U bY U i, 
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(ii) X 1 a2X U b3 Y, 
(iii) Y = a*X U b* Y. 
From (iii), we get a parametrized representation of all solutions for Y: 
Y = b*a*X U b*Tr. 
Substituting this into (i) and (ii) gives 
X s uX U bb*a*X U bb*Tr U A, 
X > a*X u b3b*a*X u b3b*Tu, 
and from the super-relation, we get the following parametrized representation of all 
solutions for X: 
X = [a2 u b3b*a*]*b3b*Ty u [a2 u b3b*a*]*Tx. 
Substituting this into the equation for Y yields 
Y = b*a*[a2 u b3b*a*]*b3b*Ty u b*a*[a2 u b3b*a*]*Tx u b*Ty. 
We can now rewrite the sub-relation (for X) as follows: 
[a2 u b3b*a*]*b3b*Tr U [a2 U b3b*a*]*Tx 
c (a u bb*a*)[a2 u b3b*a*]*b3b*Tr U (a U bb*a*)[a2 U b3b*a*]*Tx 
u bb* Ty u 3,. 
It is quite obvious that 
TX = Ty = fd 
is a solution of this relation in TX and Ty; this implies the following solution of the 
original system: 
x=r=0. 
There are other solutions. For example the choice 
TX = Ty = (a u b)* 
also yields a solution, since on the left-hand side we have [a2 U b3b*a*]*Tx which 
is equal to (a U b)*; on the right-hand side we have bb*Ty = b(a U b)*,(a U bb*a*) 
[a2 U b3b*a*]*Tx contains a(a U b)*, and (a U b)* = a(a U b)” U b(a U b)* U 1. This 
choice for TX and Ty yields the following solution of the original system: 
X = Y = (a u b)*. 
Thus, these are the minimal and the maximal solutions of the original system of three 
relations in two variables. 
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6. Conclusion 
We have introduced explicit language relations and derived methods for solving them 
under certain conditions. However, the general problem remains open. This is mainly 
due to an apparently innocent generalization of systems of explicit language equations 
(something assumed to be classical) whereby we permitted several defining equations 
for the same variable. Far from being classical, this generalization renders systems 
of equations not to have solutions in some cases and in other cases their solution is 
equivalent to the solution of two-sided language equations; it is the solution of those 
equations that is open. Intriguingly, there are major differences between super- and sub- 
relations. For example, one permits consolidation of several defining explicit relations 
for the same variable into one, the other does not; one has a parametrized representation 
of all solutions, the other does not. In many cases, existence of a solution of such a 
system of relations is reduced to the question whether a system of implicit language 
equations can be solved; implicit equation have been studied in [l]. 
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